O. Introduction. In this article we study solutions to systems of nonlinear partial differential equations that arise in riemannian geometry and in general relativity. The systems we shall be considering are the scalar curvature equations R(g) "" P and the Einstein equations Ric (C4>g) = 0 for an empty spacetime. Here g is a riemannian metric and R(g) is the scalar curvature of g, p is a given function, (4) g is a Lorentz metric on a 4-manifold and Ric «4)g) denotes the Ricci curvature tensor of Wg.
O. Introduction. In this article we study solutions to systems of nonlinear partial differential equations that arise in riemannian geometry and in general relativity. The systems we shall be considering are the scalar curvature equations R(g) "" P and the Einstein equations Ric (C4>g) = 0 for an empty spacetime. Here g is a riemannian metric and R(g) is the scalar curvature of g, p is a given function, (4) g is a Lorentz metric on a 4-manifold and Ric «4)g) denotes the Ricci curvature tensor of Wg.
To study the nature of a solution to a given system of partial differential equations, it is common to linearize the equations about the given solution, solve the linearized equations, and assert that the solution to these linearized equations can be used to approximate solutions to the nonlinear equations in the sense that there exists a curve of solutions to the full equations which is tangent to the linearized solution. This assertion, however, is not always valid. In our study of the above equations we give precise conditions on solutions guaranteeing that such an assertion is valid-at these solutions, the equations are called linearization stable.
We also give examples of solutions which are not linearization stable. Although such solutions 'are exceptional, they still point up the need to exercise caution when such sweeping assumptions are made.
The term "stable" has the general meaning that a stated property is not destroyed when certain perturbations are made, as in structural stability or dynam-220 ARTHUR E. FISCHER AND JERROLD E. MARSDEN ical (Liapunov) stability. For linearization stability the persistent property is "finding solutions in a given direction". If the equations are linearization stable, this property is not destroyed when we pass from the linearized equations to the nonlinear ones by adding on the "higher order terms".
The general set-up is as follows: let X and Y be Banach spaces or Banach manifolds of maps over a compact manifold M, and let t/J: X -t Y be a given map, e.g., a nonlinear differential operator between X and Y; we assume t/J itself is a differentiable map. Thus for Yo E Y
t/J(x) = Yo is a system of partial differential equations.
Let TxX denote the tangent space to X at x e X and let We now ask if there exist a 0 > 0 and a curve x(l), III < 0, of exact solutions of (I), (I)(x(.t» = Yo which is tangent to h at Xo; i.e., such that x(0) = Xo and x'(O) = h. If there exists such a curve for each so'ution h to (2) we say that the equations (1) are linearization stable at Xo; the curve x(l) is a finite tleformation tangent to h. We apply our general set-up and procedures to study the linearization stability and instability of the scalar curvature equation in riemannian geometry, and the Einstein empty space field equations of general relativity. We also study the possibility of isolated unstable solutions to these equations.
Dt/J(x)
In the course of proving ~ur results, we shall prove that several subsets of the space of riemannian metrics -1/ and its cotangent bundle T* -1/ are actually submanifolds; these submanifolds are of interest to geometers and relativitists.
We summarize our main results as follows:
I. Riemannian geometry. Let M be a a compact C"" manifold, dim M ~ 2. As a consequence of I.C. in a neighborhood U a , of a flat metric. (i) there are no metries with R(g) ~ 0 and Reg) ~ 0, and (ii) R(g) = 0 implies g is flat, so the flat solutions of R(g) = 0 are isolated solutions. This result extends to a full neighborhood of the flat metries the "second order version" of these results obtained by Kazdan-Warner [%1] and Brill [5] . Our isolation result I.C. was inspired by the work of Brill.
. In [6] . Brill -Oeser obtain to second order similar results for the linearization stability and the isolation problem of the constraint equations. and in [10] , [11] . Choquet-Bruhat and Deser prove that Minkowski space (which satisfies conditions sI and e,) is linearization stable.
The following simple but useful test for proving linearization stability will be our basic technique.
• ~ In the c3ses of immediate concern, the hard part of the linearization stability problem win be to establish surjectivity of the appropriate map under as minimal assumptions as possible. This is done pretty much on an ad hoc basis by using various elliptic operator methods.
If In the applications we sbaIl see that if equation (1) is not linearization stable at a solution Xo. and if h is a solution to the linearized equations (2) at Xo. then it is possible to get an extra condition on h in order that it be tangent to a curve of exact solutions of (I). For suppose .x(l) is a curve of solutions to (1) with (.x(0). x'(O» = (Xo. h) and h a solution to (2). Differentiating ~.x(l» = Yo twice and evaluating
so that (2) and (3) are necessary conditions on the derivatives
of a curve x(l) e cJ)-l(Yo). Condition (2), the linearized equations, is a condition on h alone; (3) is then a condition on x"(O) in terms of a solution h. If, however, the second term involving x"(O) could be made to drop out, (3) might provide a "second order" ~ndition on h. For example, if cJ): X -+ Rand Xo is a critical
a second order condition on h, which may not be implied by the first order equations (2). In that case solutions h to (2) which do not also satisfy (4) cannot be tangent to any curve x(l) efJ-1(yo). When this occurs, we say that (4) is an ""extra (second order) condition" on h.
. If dZtfJ(Xo) = 0, then of course (4) does not generate an extra condition on h. However, if (I) is unstable, we can get an extra condition by going to higher order deformations. For example, by considering third order Cierivatives, we have 
REMARKS. l. If in these examples the extra condition on h is satisfied, then h is actually the tangent to a curve (xC).), y(A»e ([>-1(0). In our later applications, we will not always know if satisfaction of the extra condition will be sufficient to find a curve x(A) e 0-I {Yo) tangent to h; see the end of 1.4.
2. In Example 2, when d2(Jl(xo) #: 0, the third order equations (5) do not provide an extra condition on first order deformations.
In the main applications we have in mind, the following example will be more generic:
EXAMPLE 4. Let X = Hs(T~(M» and Y = H'-k(T~M» be the linear spaces of Soholev sections of tensor bundles over a compact manifold M with volume element dp (see 1 Thus if/ e ker r:" f #= 0, transvecting (3) with f and integrating over M gives the extra condition on h, (7) since the term involvinl! x"{O), § f . (D0(X{) . x "(0) ) dp = J (r:, /) . REMARKS. I. The extra condition (7) is now an integrated condition, corresponding to the fact that J)qJ(xo)· is an Lz -adjoint; i.e. we do Dot get an extra condition on h until we integrate (3) with/e ker (D$(xoW so that the term involving X" (O) drops out. Equation (3) itself is just a pointwise condition on the acceleration x" (O) in terms of h and does not lead to an extra condition on h.
22S
2. In this example and in our later applications there will be an "independent" extra condition for each dimension in ker (Dt/)(Xo»·, as is evident from (7) (providing (7) 
4.
In certain circumstances, the extra integrated condition implied by linearization instability can be converted to a pointwise condition on first order deformations. This situation signals that an even stronger type of instability is occurring; viz., that XoE S c: t/J-l(yO), and that S is an isolated subset of solutions; i.e., there exist no solutions near S which are not in S. This situation actually occurs in a neighborhood of the flat solutions of R(g) = 0; see 1.5.
In Part II of this paper we wiD consider the problem of linearization stability of the Einstein equations, a system of nonlinear evolution equations. The problem of linearization stability for a nonlinear evolution equation is interesting when there are some nonlinear constraints on the initial data of the form t/J(x) = Yo. Then linearization stability of f/J implies that the corresponding evolution equation, • say
. is also linearization stable, if it satisfies suitable uniqueness and existence theorems. Indeed, we can argue formally as follows: let t/J(xo) = Yo and let x (t) .satisfy x = F(x), X(O) = Xo-Let h(t) satisfy the linearized evolution equations
with initial condition h(O) satisfying the linearized constraint equation
Let Xo(A) be a curve through Xo with (d/dl) xo(l)I..t=o =h(O}. Now solve (8) with initial data xo(l) to get a one-parameter family of solutions X(/, l}, (10) X(/, l} = F( x(1, l», with x(t, 0) = x(t) and x(O, ).) = xo(l). Then x(I, l) is a curve of solutions of (8) which is tangent to the linearized solution h(t); i.e., (x(I,l) 
since both sides satisfy (9) with the same initial conditions. For these reasons, linearization stability of the Einstein equations reduces to the linearization stability of the constraint equations on the initial Cauchy data (g, 1r) (although in the above argument, one needs uniqueness of solutions for the equations (8) and (9); for thc Einstein equations one has uniqueness only up to coordinate-transformation so that a further argument is needed; see II.S). Since these constraint equations involve the scalar curvature rather than the Ricci curvature of a riemannian metric g, the linearization stability of the Einstein equations is similar to the scalar curvature equation in the riemannian case. Thus because of the dynamical aspect of Lorentz manifolds (see e.g. [1] , [14] For g e JI', !Ie let dp. denote the associated volume elemenL As in Ebin [13] . when the "s" is omitted on any of the above spaces, "00" win be undentood; e.g!, JI = n.>II/Z..H' is the space of all Coo riemannian metrics on M.
. For g e .. 6 '1 where R(g) = R!; is the scalar curvature of g.
Finally. as in [13] , we let A: 9>.H x JI' -+ ""I'. (7] . g) ... shows that for h e S; . Using Stokes' the&iem, r;/ is easily computed to be r;/ = gAl + Hess I -/ Ric(g).
A somewhat remarkable property of the scalar curvature map is that locally it is almost always a surjection.
1.2.1. THEOREM. Let g e .II', s > n/2 + I, and suppose that
Then R( . ) : ""$ -+ H·-2 maps any neighborhood 0/ g onto a neighborhood 0/ R(g).
PROOF. First assume 3 < 00. It then suffices by the standard implicit function theorem to show that Til: s: -+ H'-Z is surjective. From elliptic theory (see e.g. To show r; injective, assume/ e ker T:' so that l".
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r; 1= gt11 + Hess I -I Ric(g) = O.
Taking the trace yields 
(where df· Ric(g) = fIiRl;) and using the identities 0 Hessl -dt1f + dj. Ric(g) = 0, 
Hence h(t) satisfies the linear second order differential equation The case s = 00 requires some additional arguments. One needs to show that the image neighborhood of R(g) can be chosen independent of s. This is possible because one.can construct local right inverses for R by maps independent of s; they depend only on the right inverse for the derivative and the geometry of the space. The idea is similar to onc" occurring in Ebin [13) and works quite generally when we have ~ orthogonal spliltings for elliptic operators. 0
'(t»} h(/)
Note. We thank J. P. Bourguignon for pointing out the substantial improvement that r: 1=0, I¥:O implies R(g) = constant. Previously we had condition (I) replaced with the condition R(g) ~ O. Bourguignon 's argument appears in [37] . ..
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If dim M = 3, then Ric(g) = 0 implies that g is flat so that (2) can be replaced by (2)'.
(2) If M = S-has the metric go of a standard sphere of radius ro in R-+J. then Ric(go) = ( n ~ I )gO and R(go) = n(n r~ 1) so that/e ker r:. if
But the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian with first nonzero eigenvalue nlr~ also satisfy Hessf= -U'/r:> go-Hence again Te.is not surjective, and kerT:. = {fe H':
Conversely. a theorem of Obata [31] , [32] states that if a riemannian manifold admits a solutionf ¢ 0 of Hessf = -c2fg, then the manifold is isometric to a standard sphere in R-+l of radius lie.
If in Theorem 1.2.1., R(g) = constant> 0 and T6 is not surjective, then there exists a solution/ ¢ 0 of (e)
This equation is similiar to Obata's equation, and it is reasonable to conjecture that a solution/ ¢ 0 of (e) implies that the space is a sphere. For example if g is an Einstein space, Ric(g) = 19 with l > 0, then the space is a standard sphere. In fact, if Ric(g) is parallel (e.g., g is a product of Einstein spaces) then Obata's proof goes through and-proves that (e) has solutions only on the standard sphere.
Thus it is reasonable to conjecture that Til is slIfjective unless (M, g) ;s flat, or unless (M, g) ;s a standard sphere. This would be quite a nice result.
(3) Also note that among the spaces with positive constant scalar curvature, if PRooP. The cases (b) and p = 0 are a direct consequence of the swjectivity of DR(g) and the inverse function theorem. PRooF. Cases (b) and (c) are a consequence of 1.2.1 and Theorem 1 in §O, the case s = 00, as before, requiring a special regularity argument.
Suppose dim M = 2; we will show directly that R(g) = P is linearization stable about a solution go E .H' by showing that we can integrate any first order deformation h to a curve of exact solutions. We need only consider the case p = constaffl- 
, which we write as h = Lyg + (oy) g + Htr h)g. Note thatfg is not divergence free so that h = fg.+ Lyg is not the canonical d~omposition.
.
Thus iftr h = 0 and oh
)·h dp.
Thus if tr h = 0, then the above argument implies that h = o. Thus a first order deformation of R(g) = constant> 0 must be of the form h = LxKo (using the canonical decomposition). Thus if'P1. is the flow of X, 9'0 = idM, the curve g(.;l) Although it is not known if there exist any complete nonflat Ricci-flat riemannian manifolds, it is known (Fischer and Wolf [19] , [20] ) that a compact manifold cannot admit both flat and nonflat Ricci-flat riemannian metrics. This is established next in the H' case; see [19] . [10] for other necessary conditions for a Ricci-flat metric to be fl·at. . . Let tr::P -~l map eachgtoits Levi-Civitaconnection r(g) = n(g). Thus for re.;rs-l, r1(F) = fP,-Using the action .4: D x !Pr- §} on each fiber fPr = tr-1(F), tr:~' -;es-l can be given the structure of an associated homogeneous fiber bundle over the homogeneous space ~l ~ !f»s+1/I}+l, where the '"twisting" of the bundle is given by 1. Note that § r = O(n)\GL(n;.Il) is isomorphic to Pos(n; .Il), the space of inner products on B", since the linear holonomy group of T" is the identity.
We can actually compute explicitly the tangent spaces of fF' and !Fr. First we remark that the splitting s~ = s~ E9 ag(!l's+l), S; = ker 011 for g e .,f1·H is valid for g e §. as"as mentioned in 1.1. and the proof of 1.2.3. For by 1.3.1. let ".e !!J,+l be such that g = ,,-g e fF. Let
be the splitting of S; with respect to g. This provides us with a splitting of S; with respect to g as follows. Suppose h e S~ Then ii = ,,* h e S~ = kero, ED ag(!l',+J); [25] acting on symmetric 2-tensors, and 0* is the adjoint of o. 
. so that dpg t u = cu(dp,r U), = where Cu = (det cij)1I2/(det cij)l12 is constant on U.
Now suppose (Y, t/Jv) is another coordinate chart for whicb Un V:I= 0.
Then dpg t Y = Cv (dp, t V) and on the intersection U n V, dpe rUn V = cu(d"" tUn V) = Cv (dpl tUn y), so that Cu = ev. Thus 
JJ)2R{g).(h, h)dpg
= -+ J(h . .1t.h) dpg -+ J(dtrh)2 dpg + f<tlh)
ID2R(g)·(h, h) dpg = -+ I"'ilJ, dpe -+ I(dtr")2dpg
PilooF.
ID2R(g)·(h,h)dpg = D (JDR(g).h dpg).h -J(DR(g).hXD(dpg).h) = D (J(iltrh + Jah -h.Ric(g»d.ur,).h -I(DR(g) ·h) (D(dpg) ·h)

= -D ~hoRic(g) d.ur,) ·h-f(DR(g).hXD(dpJoh)
an contributions due to the metric terms in the pointwise contraction h· Ric(g) = gd gd haeRt,., are zero and so we have 
fl)%R(g)'(h, h)d.ur, = -Ih.(DRic(g).h)d.ur, -J(iltrh +
JJh
JD2R(g).(h,h) dpg:e: -+ fh.(AJ, -Hesstrh) dpg -~ f(AtrTt)(trh)dpg
where we have used the fact that for Einstein spaces J 0 ilL = iI 0 J (see [25] ), so that ilIft e $~-2. and so by orthogonality of ~~-2 and aa<~·+1), Ih.ilJ, dpg = f"·ilJ, dpll' The extra condition that a first order deformation of R(g) = 0 about a Ricciflat solution must satisfy for it to be tangent to a curve of exact solutions is now easily computed. 
Here we are idenPfying T..I/$ with.u s x S;, so dg(J..)/dl E S2 and tPg(1)/d1 2 E S;.
Integrating (2) over M (using the volume element dpg) gives the extra condition an integrated condition on g"CO) in terms of h, which at regular points g does not give an extra condition on h. It is only when Ric(g) = 0 that the term involving g"CO) drops out leaving an integrated extra condition on h.
2. That we get one extra condition on h when Ric(g) = 0 corresponds to the fact that ker (DRCg»·= {constant functions on M} is l-dimensional, since as in §O.
Example 4, Remark 2, there is an extra condition for each dimension in ker{DRCg»·. In the case at hand, the equation JDR(g). g"CO) dPtr = 0 (which leads to the extra condition on h) can be expressed as
I(DR(g)·I).g"(O) dPtr = 0 for all g"(O) iff 1 e ker (DR(g»·.
That the extra condition on h is an integrated condition corresponds to the fact that (DR(g»· is an J..z.adjoint; i.e. we do not get an extra condition on h until we integrate (2) against an element of ker (DRCg»-; cf. Example 4, Remark 1.
3.
If g e J/$, Ric(g) = 0, but g is not of class H·+I, h may not have a canonical decomposition. In this case, by using the first order condition DR(g)· h = LI tr h + 66h = 0 and equation (1) 
Considering third and higher order derivatives of R(g(l»
does not lead to any extra condition on the first order deformations. For example. differentiating
J)2R(g(l»·(h(l), h(l» + DR(g(l»'g"Cl)
= 0 (where hCl) = g'Cl» and evaluating at 1 = 0 gives (5)
lJ3R(g)·(h,h,h) + 3D2RCg)·(h,g"(O» + DR(g).g"'(O) = O.
Integrating over M. the last term again drops out, leaving
as the extra integrated .. third order" condition on g"CO) (beyond that implied by the second order pointwise condition of equation (2» that has to be satisfied for g" (O) to be the acceleration of some curve of exact solutions of RCg) = O. This of course is the analog of the second order phenomenon. This situation ~ts, and in general there is an extra integrated condition on the nth order deformation that comes from the (n + l)st order equations. However, these higher order equations do not provide any further conditions on the first order deformations in general.
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In special cases, however, it is possible that third order variations can lead to extra conditions on first order deformations, as in § 0, Example 3. One of the difficulties here is that the structure of the set Co = {g E .,II' : Ric(g) = O}. if not empty, is unknown. In particular, we do not know ifit is a manifold. The fonnal tangent space of C~ at g E .,11,1-1 is, from the proof of 1.3.4, given by ker(D Ric(g» = {h E S2: Lhlr = O} = {harmonic tensors of .::1L}. Thus if tf~ were a mauifold, any h such that.::1 L h = 0 is tangent to a curve in 8~. This would partially answer the question of whether the t"xtra condition of 1.4.2 on a deformation h is sufficient to find a curve in J10 tangent to h. That R(g) = 0 implies that g is flat if g is in a neighborhood of a flat metric is somewhat surprising in view of the fact that the scalar curvature is a relatively weak measure of the curvature.
We can also examine the linearization instability of the equation R(g)
Fix an Hs volume element dp on M. and define
g .... j R(g) dp.
Note that 1$ is not the usual integrated scalar curvature (cf. 11.2), since in general dp :F dpg. 
, so that dp = c dpg. Since p = constant> 0,
The theorem now follows from 1.4.1. 0 REMARKS. 1. In the above it is important that we hold the volume element fixed and then let dl' = c dpg after we take the derivatives; see 1.5 .2, Remark 2.
~ That dp = c tfJlg, at a critical point of Wallows us to compute tJ21Jf(g,,) from
Otherwise, the computation of tJ2 W(g) . (h, h) = I lJ2R(g)· (h, h) dl' is considerably more complicated than the computation of I lJ2R(g)· (h, h) dpg
(unless dp = c dfJll), since I (iJ tr h + ooh) dp does not vanish for all (g, h) as in the proof of 1.4.1.
3. ur need not have any critical points; e.g. if dl' is chosen so as not to be the volume element of any Ricci-flat metric.
To second order, Brill [5] shows that the flat solutions of R(g} = 0 are isolated, and Kazdan and Warner [21, §5] show that near a flat metric to second order there are no Metrics with positive scalar curvature. The following extends these results to a full neighborhood of the flat metrics. 
,e~+l,ge Y} be the saturation of V. By the slice theorem [13] . Ug, fills out a neighborhood of g,. Thus if g e Ug, and R(g)~ 0, there exists a, e ~+1 suchthat,* ge Y,e: S;,and thus1JTs(,*g)~O,since Indeed. from the Gauss-Bonnet theorem. if fF' =F 0, the Euler-Poincare charac-
2. Usually one considers an integrated scalar curvature 0(g) = J R(g) d pg with volume element dpg induced from g rather than Uf(g) = f R(g) dp with fixed volume element dp, as e.g. in [3). One then has (see 11.2.2) at a critical Oat metric
There is now an important sign change in the second term; see also U.2.2. Remark a severe difficulty. We introduced the map 1/f with fixed volume element dp since this difficulty is not present in (2).
Note that if the first order condition tr" = constant is used. tfl1JT(gF)
, so that the two treatments are then equivalent.
As a consequence of 1.5.1. we have the following structure theorem for .1'10: Notes. I. If dim M = 2 • .1'10 = :;;, is also a Coo closed submanifold. 2. We are allowing the possibility that .1'10 - § ' is empty, and if dim M = 3, we are also allowing the possibility that:;;, is empty.
3.
Jl o is a manifold since we are allowing different components of a manifold to be modelled on different Hilbert spaces. 4. Finally we remark that although JI~ is a manifold (under the hypothesis 5'
::P 0), the equation R(g) = 0 is not linearization stable at a lIat solution, as we have seen from the example in 1.4. Here the difficulty can be traced to the fact that .1'(0 is a union of closed manifolds of different "dimensionalities", :;;, being essentially finite-dimensional modulo the orbit directions; cf. Example I in §O.
AIl11lUR. E. FISCHER. AND .JERROlD E. MARSDEN IL A,ppuCAnoN TO GENERAL RELAnvtrY B.1. Tbe geaeral set-ap aDd maiD idea. We now tum our attention to the Einstein empty-space field equations of general relativity. We apply the techniques used in the previous sections to prove that solutions to these equations are linearization stable if certain conditions are met; in certain exceptional cases, however, the solutions are not linearization stable.
. Let «(Jg be a smooth Lorentz metric (signature -+ + +) on a 4-manifold V.
The Einstein empty-space field equations are that the Ricci tensor of(C)g vanish:
An infinitesimal deformation about a solution (C)g is then a solution (4) h e Sz of the linearized equations (1be meaning of the subscripts.Jft' and 6 will become clear.)
Our main result (11.5.1) is that if a solution (V, ~ g) of (I) has a compact spacelike hypersurface M whose induced metric g and second fundamental form k satisfy conditions C I , C" and Car. then every solution (C)h of the linearized equations is tangent at (C)g to a curve (C)g(A) of exact solutions of (I); i.e., there exist a tubular neighborhood V' of M and a curve (C)g(A) of exact solutions of (1) [39] and [40] .
This conclusion asserts the linearization stability on a small piece of spacetime .". surrounding the Cauchy surface M. By standard arguments [12] , V' can be extended to a maximal common development of the spacetimes (4)g(A) , A small, which approximates the maximal development of (4)g(0) .
The case where V admits a noncompact spacelike hypersurface M is rather differenL Here asymptoti~ conditions are necessary. For example, k = 0 and g the usual fiat metric on B3 is not excluded. Thus the usual Minkowski metric on R' is linearization stable in a tubular neighborhood of the hypersurface M = W. This result was obtained independently using other methods by Choquet-Bruhat and Deser [10J, [U] . The treatment of the general noncompact case is in spirit similar, although there are c::ertain technical difficulties associated with elliptic operators OD noncompact manifolds which enter the problem in the nooftat case. We will present the noncompact case elsewhere. For the remainder of Part II, M will be compact.
..
It is convenient to introduce the supplementary variables
where n = n' ® I'll e S2 ® I'll is a 2-<:avariant symmetric tensor density, n' = {(tr k) g -k)= e S2 is the tensor part of n (k l means the contravariant form of the tensor k e ~ and we write I'll interchangeably with dpg. In local coordinates
As is easy to see. k = 0 <:> n = 0. tr k = constant <:> tr n' = constant, and Lxg = 0, Lxk = 0 <:> Lxg = 0, Lxn = O. Thus, in the conditions CI. C" and Cw. k can be replaced by n. Note that the divergence of X enters in the Lie derivative of a teusor density:
where div X = -oX. In local coordinates,
As is well known every spacelike hypersurface in a Ricci-flat Lorentz manifold ( [1] . [14) ) satisfies the constraint equations
In local coordinates, and o(g, n) = OIl1C = -nilli = 0 (so that 011 now mAps SZ -+ tr ® I'll) .
. We shall refer to Jf'(g. n) = 0 as the Hamiltonian constraint and all n = 0 as the divergence constraint.
Conversely. by means of existence of solutions to the evolution equations (see, e.g., [15] ), every solution (g, n) to the constraint equations (C) generates a Ricciflat spacetime in a tubular neighborhood of M. This spacetime is unique up to diffeomorphism of the neighborhood. is tangent to rc, i.e., iC (h, (I) is a solution to the linearized constraint equations, then there exist a 8 > 0 and a smooth curve (g (il) , no(il» e rtf, -8 < it < 8, which is tangent to (h, (I) at (g, no) . Now suppose (4lh is a solution to the linearized equations, D Ric«(4lg) . (4) (4)g(il) will be tangent to (4) h (Wg(l) will be an H' spacetime and will be 1 differentiable in H,-I); see also the end oC §O. '-' x {OJ is a smooth submanifold of T" .,II (but is possibly empty). We will show that /F' x {OJ is tbe singular set on which D.J't'(g, no) fails to be surjective. Thus
is the disjoint union of submanifolds. Thus W,;. is somewbat similar to the structure of ..If: (when 5' =F 0); however, because of the kinetic terms involving the variable no,:I" x {OJ is not an isolated set of solutions of .J't'(g, no) = 0 (11.2.5); consequently. Cif';' - § ' x {OJ need not be closed, and~':' itselCnced not be a manifold.
To prove our result, the basic argument of 1.2.1 only has to be modified to take into account the kinetic terms: 
Since the symbol tie. Crtrofl»: , (g, 1C) .... J Jf'(g,1C) = J {l(tr 1C')2 -1c'·tt + R(g)} dp,.
the total kinetic energy, . (g,1C) .... f (!(tr1&')2 -7£" .~') dpg. see [14] for the geometrical consequences of this interpretation. First we consider the map f) (see also [3] • PROOF. rust we find the critical points off). We compute the derivative of0:
since I (4 tr h + Doh) dpg = 0 for all (g, h) by Stokes' theorem. Thus dtfJ(g)·h = 0 for all h e S; ~ Ric(g) -i gReg) = O. Since dim M ~ 3, by considering the trace of this we see that it is equivaJent to Ric(g) = O.
From (1) , the second derivative of f/J is
+ 2 I (DR(g).h)(D(dpe)·h) + J R(g)lJ2(dpa)·(h,h).
At a critical point g, Ric(g) = 0, R(g) = 0, and DR(g)· h = 4 tr h + Doh, and so 
(g). (h, h) = d2(JR(g) dpg)·(h, h) as compared with JDZR(g).(h, h) dpg comes about because of the term 2 J(DR(g).h)(D(dl'B)
.h) involving the derivative of the volume element. Because of this sign change, a Oat metric gF is a saddle point for d¥J (gF) (even witbin a slice), whereas JDZ R(g)·(h, h) dpg ~ 0 on a slice atgF. Thus because of this sign change. the behavior of the integrated scalar curvature 0(g) = JR(g)dp. is somewhat different from the pointwise scalar curvature R(g) at gF. (g, 2r) e" x {O}.
That d20(g).(h, h) = tMl(g
At a critical point (gFt 0), the Hessian 0/ His
PROOf. From the computation in the proof of 11.2.1. In the computation for
dH(g.2r).(h~ro)
the terms due to the kinetic part of H are straightforward to compute; since 1t = 0 and the kinetic part is quadratic in 1t,
The expression for dl(JR(g) dPtJ·(h, h) is given by ILU. 0 Note that the critical points of H are exactly the set where JfF is singular; i.e .. where DI(g, tt) is Dot surjective. This "coincidence" follows from the fact that 1t) is not surjective.
The extra condition that a first order deformation (h, ru) must satisfy for it to be . 
From the first order condition (1) . tr h = constant, so that from 11.2.3. need not be constant. so that 11: = (AT + ifJgF) pg, need not be divergence free.
However, by being more subtle, we can still construct solutions to K(g, 11:) = 0, Og1l: = 0, (g, 11:) [24] and CboquetBruhat [7] , [8] .
[9] conformal method of constructing solutions to the constraint equations.
For go e JI', let ATT e.f~ be such that Og. ATT = 0 and tr ATT = o. Let As shall be apparent from 11.3.2, the divergence constraint also does not have any isolated solutions. Thus because .1('(g, 1r) l(·, .) is a submersion at (g, n: ). 0
For (g, :r.) e T(:J/', let ' n = {f> e ~s+I: fJ*g = e}, the isometry group of g, and I" = {fJ e !llSt I: <r--:r = zr}, the liymmetry group of n: (here fJ* n: = «fJ-1 )* n:' ) ® (fJ* pg) is the puUbck of the contravariant tensor density zr). 19 is a compact Lie group; I" is clcscC: in !2"! 1 but may be infinite-dimensional (e.g., if n: = 0, I .. = ~+1 (D 2 o(g.1r) • «h,w), (h, cu») + J X· ((lee,lt) . 
